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Abstract. Challenger is a software product that provides fast and online data
visualization. This is done by visualizing data (graphs) as a network. Both force
based and modularization algorithms are used and experimented with.
Challenger facilitates fast and easy understanding of complex data. This is not
only a matter of showing one ‘perfect’ visualization, but rather of letting users
browse, analyze and ‘play’ visually with (subsets of) data interactively.
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Introduction

This abstract1 presents Challenger, a software product, originally designed to
visualize organizations. Organizations were considered as a network of employees,
customers and projects (nodes) and links (i.e. ‘working on project x’) between them
(edges). Visualizing makes it easier to understand and interpret the (relations in)
organizations. However, as networks grow bigger, it turned out to be complex to draw
a meaningful visualization within a reasonable amount of time. Challenger as it is
now, is the result of our research on data visualization and our attempt to put this
knowledge in a useful and fast application. The solution is useful in general to
visualize complex data.
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Implementation

We use different versions of force based algorithms [1], [2], [3] and modularization
algorithms [4], [5], [6]. We split the data (graph nodes) into “almost cliques” by
maximizing a global criterion. An almost clique is a subset of nodes of the graph that
has many internal links and less external links. The global criterion is a value
referring to a certain collection of almost cliques that covers the entire graph and it's
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formula puts in evidence the above phenomenon. The best known formula for this
criterion is the Modularity (Q) [4]. It is defined to be the fraction of edges that fall
within the given cliques minus the fraction of edges that are expected to fall within
the clique if the edges were distributed at random. Splitting a graph into almost
cliques leads to information loss (due to external links). To reduce this we consider
influences of all almost cliques over a given node, not only those of the almost clique
that contains the given node. To optimize speed, we experimented with and optimized
different algorithms in different combinations and architectures. The application is
web based, and at the moment we achieve performances about 250.000 nodes and
1.000.000 edges in less than 60 seconds including data transfer.
More important than showing a single visualization, Challenger offers possibilities
to visually browse, analyze and redraw the graph. This improves the usability.
Challenger offers possibilities to:
• mix a number of entity types (nodes) and link types (edges) and combine them in a
single graph;
• involve characteristics of elements in the graph (i.e. gender when persons are the
elements) by entering the values (i.e. male; female) as ‘virtual’ nodes and put
edges - when relevant - between them;
• filter, search and redraw based on characteristics of nodes as well as weights of
edges;
• further analyze specific modules;
• create sub graphs and visualizations based on modules, selections of nodes or 1st
and 2nd degree relations of selected nodes;
• zoom in and zoom out and keep track in a mini map of the total graph;
• toggle visualization modes.
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